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Mills Charters allow passengers to consume alcohol on our boats as a part of the normal
enjoyment of your day. We are committed to responsible drinking on all charters.
In keeping with normal legal and social responsibilities, no use of drugs/ prohibited
substances will be tolerated.
Please note the following important points:


For safety matters, avoid bringing glassware where possible, however we
understand wine and stubby beer is popular so it is permitted. Our
preference is to limit glass quantities on board where possible.



No drinking or smoking allowed in the cabin area.



We reserve the right to ask clients to stop further consumption if they display
inappropriate behaviour. Disorderly behaviour at sea can be dangerous, irritating to
other customers and distracting for the crew.



Crew and Staff have the right at any time to refuse entry to the boat to a
passenger, should they feel that person is under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
At any time throughout a charter the Crew and Staff can refuse a passenger
consumption of anymore alcoholic drinks. In cases where crew and staff feel that a
passenger has had excessive amounts of alcohol and their own, or indeed the
passengers’ safety is at risk, Crew and Staff can terminate the charter and return to
Hillarys or the nearest available Jetty. . Mills Charters will not refund any of the
charter cost involved.



Do not meddle with the boat controls or distract the skipper. The skipper and
deckhands are responsible for the vessel and passengers, and their authority must
be respected at all times.



We will bill clients for purposeful damage to our vessel or where abnormal cleanup
is required. This will be deducted direct from any bond payments.



The marina is a public place and no consumption of alcohol is allowed on the jetty
or any other public area. You may not take any open containers of alcohol ashore.
Harbour Management, security and the police enforce this policy under section 119
of the Liquor Act. Ensure you have a responsible driver arranged to pick you up
from the jetty.
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If anyone displays inappropriate behaviour at any time, we will not hesitate to terminate
the charter and involve Water Police and any other authority to ensure our Crew are safe,
as well as the safety of passengers on board.
For Private Bucks/Hens, Corporate Male Only Events
If you are bringing ‘entertainment’ on board, we need to know in advance for Crew purposes.
Further, we need a confirmed itinerary of how many entertainers, from where they will board and
where they will be dropped off at time of booking.
If you choose to alter this arrangement the Skipper of your charter can refuse to adhere to your
new arrangements, particularly if it involves pulling up at a Jetty not appropriate for our size
vessels, or if weather presents a chance of damage to the vessel, OR if your arrangements do not
fit into the travel times/duration of charter.
Female entertainers are not permitted to wear Heels and must also adhere to the vessel rules and
regulations.
No offensive behaviour must be conducted in view of the public eye.

Applicable to all charters….
Turn up drunk; you risk the trip being cancelled, or certain passengers being
refused boarding. Please respect this rule as refusal may offend.
As the organiser of the charter booked with Mills Charters on ________ I have read and
understand the conditions of the charter terms listed here and in the terms and conditions
document.
Signed: _____________________
Name: ______________________
Company: ___________________
Date: ______________________
Please sign and return this document and the signed copy of the terms and conditions to
Mills Charters office by email info@millscharters.com.au or PO BOX 868 HILLARYS WA
6923
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